Winter arrived in mid-autumn this year, but it couldn’t chill the enthusiasm that
we’ve felt in the College of Science at the end of this semester. November
started off with a gathering of the retired members of our community in the newly
renovated Bruce & Nora James Atrium where we recently added a new audiovisual system, a podium, digital display, and a screen to make the space
hospitable for hosting speaking events and presentations. We enjoyed
reminiscing about old times while reviewing photographs that were
rediscovered during renovations this year. It was exciting to reflect on how much
things have changed over the years as we continue to innovate and grow in this
space.
College of Science faculty, staff and students continue to lead the way to make
the RIT community strong academically and emotionally as they lead, host, and
attend activities that help raise the profile of our college both internally and
nationally. It is a wonderful time to be a part of the College of Science
community. Many thanks to all of you!
I wish you all a restorative break and renewed energy in the New Year.
SOPHIA MAGGELAKIS
Dean, RIT College of Science

Student & Alumni News

Physics student club wins recognition for excellence
The RIT chapter of the Society of Physics Students (SPS) has won an
Outstanding Chapter Award from the SPS National Office. This is the first time
the chapter has been recognized for its excellence as a top-tier student-led
physical sciences organization, a designation given to fewer than 10 percent of
all SPS chapters at college and universities in the United States and
internationally. The RIT SPS chapter thrives under the guidance of Michael
Pierce, associate professor of physics and director of the materials science &
engineering graduate program.
The Society of Physics Students is a professional association designed for
students and membership is open to anyone interested in physics and related
fields. SPS operates within the American Institute of Physics (AIP), an umbrella
organization for professional physical science societies.

RIT Graduate Showcase puts innovative student
research on display
Yashashree Jadhav, an astrophysical sciences and technology Ph.D. student
from India, was among the 48 students to provide oral presentations on their
research at the 11th annual RIT Graduate Showcase on November 16.
Rochester Institute of Technology’s graduate students are conducting intensive
research on topics varying from developing sustainable strategies for evolving
the e-waste stream to designing leashes to make walking dogs safer and more
comfortable. More than 100 students presented new discoveries in technology,
science and design at the showcase.
Read More >

Students unwind with crafts and conversation
COS Student Senator Emily Mahoney hosted a Mug Decorating event on
November 29 for COS students of all majors to come together, de-stress before
finals and prepare for the cold winter season. Additionally she used the
opportunity to hear what opinions students have on the College of Science and
what areas they would like to see addressed within.
On December 10, COS student groups hosted a variety of activities to celebrate
the season and help students blow off steam before settling in for exam week.
Activities were hosted by COS Student Advisory Board, RIT’s House of General
Science, RIT Biotech Club, Imaging Science Club, Society of Physics Students,
COS Student Government and the Dean’s Office.

Our Stories and News

COS Retirees gather
Faculty and Staff of the College of Science welcomed retirees to the Bruce &
Nora James Atrium on November 6 for the 3rd annual COS Retirees Gathering.
Retirees heard updates on the college and then shared lunch and conversation
with colleagues and friends. Everyone enjoyed a stroll down memory lane as
they identified people and events in photos that were rediscovered during
renovations this past year.

Frameless Labs Symposium promotes virtual- and
augmented-reality
Michael Murdoch, Assistant Professor, PoCS chaired the 3rd Annual
Frameless Labs Symposium, held this year on November 29-30 in the new
MAGIC Center. Frameless Labs is a faculty led partnership at RIT that brings
together research, innovation, and artistic creations surrounding virtual- and
augmented-reality mediums. This free annual symposium is an interdisciplinary
gathering that combines technology-focused approaches with humanitiesinspired theoretical inquiry, empirical research and artistic expression.
Additionally, the symposium aims to create a rich environment for academicindustry partnerships in the technological development and application of VR,
AR and MR technologies.
In addition to chairing the event, Michael Murdoch partnered with Ricardo
Figueroa, Associate Professor of Film & Animation, to present the workshop
“Unsolved Mysteries of Color in Head Mounted Displays.” CIS post-doctoral
researcher, Tania Kleynhans took part in a panel presentation about Cultural
Heritage & Museums, presenting on the topic of “Low-Cost End-to-End Spectral
Imaging System for Historical Document Discovery.” Some funding for the event
was provided by the College of Science.

Four RIT faculty and staff alumni receive Golden Brick
Award
RIT recognized four people with the Golden Brick Award at the Faculty and Staff
Alumni Breakfast and Golden Brick Awards Ceremony on November 15. The
awards honor faculty and staff alumni who have gone above and beyond their
duties to volunteer on campus or serve in volunteer leadership roles for RIT.
Recipients this year included Nathan Cahill ’97, ’00 (applied mathematics),
associate dean for Industrial Partnerships, associate professor of mathematics,
School of Mathematical Sciences: Cahill became a faculty member nine years
ago and, since then, he has gone above and beyond in his commitment to the
RIT community. He has been a faculty adviser to numerous graduate students,
he supervises independent study courses and regularly hosts and invites
speakers to campus to share their expertise with students. One nominator stated
that Cahill is incredibly dedicated to the students working in his research groups
and he not only organizes research trips for these students, but often will fund
the trip himself. Cahill’s generosity and love for RIT shines through in every
aspect of his work.
Read More >

WISe recognized for innovative leadership
Sophia Maggelakis, dean, College of Science, accepted the Rochester
Museum and Science Center’s STEM Higher Education Award on behalf of the
Women in Science (WISe) group she founded at RIT. The award recognized
WISe for its innovative approach to inspiring students to understand, appreciate
and apply science, technology, engineering and mathematics at the university
level. The awards ceremony was held Nov. 13.

Adjunct Faculty win Provost’s Professional
Development Grants
Adjunct professors Emily Coon and Seema Thomas, of the Thomas H.
Gosnell School of Life Sciences, were selected as recipients of the Adjunct
Faculty Professional Development Grant from the Provost’s Office and office of
Faculty Career Development. Both plan to use the grant to attend the 2019
Association for Biology Laboratory Education (ABLE) conference at the
University of Ottawa in June.

Staff win Dean’s professional development awards
Two College of Science staff members have been awarded funds to enhance
professional development. Narayan Wong, research technician, GSoLS will
receive funding to attend a two week Statistical Methods course at Cold Spring
Harbor to build proficiency in computational analysis tools specific to Next
Generation Sequencing. Stephanie Livingston-Heywood, staff assistant,
CASTLE/Inclusive Excellence will receive funding to develop an ASL course for
all COS faculty and staff to enhance the ability to understand and communicate
with deaf and hard of hearing persons.

RIT collaborates on multi-university research
exploring the quantum world
Researcher Mishkat Bhattacharya, associate professor, SoPA is building a
theoretical framework to predict how nanoparticles made of graphene, silica and
rare-earth compounds behave when suspended within the center of a laser
beam. This research advances sensing designs based on Nobel-prize winning
‘optical tweezers’ research.
Read More >

How metacognition supports classroom inclusion
On December 5, Inclusive Excellence faculty members, Elizabeth Hane,
associate professor, GSoLS and Scott Franklin, professor, SoPA led a panel
discussion of IMPRESS students about their experiences of learning after
taking a metacognition class. The discussion focused on techniques that
promote metacognition and ideas to help instructors incorporate inclusive
practices into the classroom. The event was hosted by the College of Science
and sponsored by Inclusive Excellence.

Mathematical Modeling program highlighted
In early November, Elizabeth Cherry, associate professor, SMS and director of
the Mathematical Modeling Ph.D. program, hosted a session to share
information about RIT’s newest Ph.D. program. “This pioneering
interdisciplinary program in Mathematical Modeling will train you to become an
expert in formulating complex real-world problems mathematically, integrating
data with models, devising and implementing algorithms, analyzing and
interpreting solutions, and communicating results to others. Mathematical
modeling will prepare you for careers in employment sectors that include
corporate research and development, defense laboratories, government
agencies, and academe.”

CCRG professor wins recogntion
Carlos Lousto, professor, SMS, won the American Physical Society’s Edward
A. Bouchet Award, which recognizes a distinguished minority physicist who has
made significant contributions to physics research and the advancement of
underrepresented minority scientists. Lousto’s research was instrumental in the
breakthrough detection of gravitational waves produced by merging black holes.

SMS launches AME@RIT
As part of an initiative to provide experiences throughout the academic year to
teachers who attend the Summer Math Institute, faculty who run SMI created the
Alliance for Mathematics Educators at RIT (AME@RIT). The first quarterly
seminar was held on the evenings of November 28 & 29, featuring a workshop
to demonstrate the usefulness of MatLab. Carl Lutzer, professor, SMS, led the
workshop, using his calculus tutorials as a starting point for the teachers dive in
to work on their own.

Inclusive Excellence hosts anti-racism activist
Internationally acclaimed anti-racism activist, feminist, and educator Jane Elliott
was the invited speaker for November’s Inclusive Excellence event. Webb
Auditorium was filled to capacity for Elliott’s talk, titled “Power, Perception and
Prejudice,” held November 6.

WISe pizza chat about Mental Health
On December 5, WISe hosted a Pizza Chat for the COS community as a forum
to come together to discuss mental health issues. Panelists led a discussion
about ways to support one another through stressful times and provided
information about resources that are available for those who need additional
assistance.

Sponsored Research
Michael Cromer, SMS, is the PI on a $197,340 grant from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to support the project titled “Investigating
the role of pre-shear and pre-stretching in the transient extensional flow of dilute
polymer solutions: Modeling benchmarking and numerical solutions.”
Pratik Dholabhai, SoPA, is the PI on a $68,000 grant from the Department of
Energy and the Idaho National Laboratory to support the project titled
“Accelerated Nuclear Materials and Fuel Qualification by Adopting a First to
Failure Approach.”
Seth Hubbard, SoPA, is the PI on a $51,617 grant from National Renewable
Energy Laboratory to support the project titled “III-V Growth on Low-Cost
Substrates.”

Newsmakers
Moumita Das, associate professor, SoPA elected to serve a 3-year term as
member at large for the Division of Biological Physics (DBIO) of the American
Physical Society. This 3-year leadership role will enable her to have more input
into organizing and sorting sessions for DBIO.
Don Figer, CfD interviewed
Harris Corporation to Create One of NASA's Next Powerful Telescopes
Spectrum News
Mark Fairchild, professor and director of the color science program and Munsell
Color Science Laboratory, presented an invited talk on the color appearance of
wine titled “One Wine Many Colors” at the IS&T Color and Imaging Conference
Nov. 12-16 in Vancouver.
Fu Jiang, a color science Ph.D. student, was voted first runner-up for “Best
Student Paper” for his paper on “Estimation of HDR WCG Display Color Gamut
Volume” at the IS&T Color and Imaging Conference in Vancouver. His coauthors were Mark Fairchild, director of the program, and Kenichiro Masaoka
from the research sponsor, NHK-Japan.
John Kerekes, professor in the Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science,
was a keynote speaker at the Hyperspectral Imaging & Applications
Conference, held Oct. 10-11 in Coventry, United Kingdom.
Brian Koberlein, senior lecturer of physics, quoted
Why DARPA is Betting a Million Bucks on an “Impossible” Space Drive
Popular Mechanics
Brian Koberlein, interviewed
Connections: Was Oumuamua created by aliens?!
WXXI.org
Jeff Lodge, associate professor in the Thomas H. Gosnell School of Life
Sciences, gave a talk titled “Use of microalgae for nutrient reduction of
anaerobic digester effluents and egg processing wastewater” at the 12th Algae
Biomass Organization Summit, Oct. 14-17 in Houston, Texas.
Michael Murdoch, assistant professor of color science, received a service
award from the Society for Imaging Science and Technology for his leadership
as the general chair for CIC25 in Lillehammer, Norway. The award was
presented at the IS&T Color and Imaging Conference.
Carl Salvaggio, CIS mentioned
What Does it Mean to Create a UAS (Unmanned Aircraft Systems) Program at a
College or University?
Commercial UAV News
Kaitlin Stack Whitney, visiting assistant professor in the science, technology
and society department and the environmental sciences program, quoted
A Clearer Message on Cochlear Implants
The New York Times
How One University Uses ‘Sneaky Learning’ to Help Students Develop Good
Study Habits
The Chronicle of Higher Education
Additionally, Kaitlin Stack Whitney presented as part of an invited symposium
on mentoring undergraduates in community participatory research at the
Entomology Society of America/Entomology Society of British Columbia joint
meeting in Vancouver on Nov. 13.
Lili Zhang, a color science Ph.D. student, and faculty adviser Michael
Murdoch won the “Cactus Award,” an audience-choice best poster award, for
their paper titled “Color Matching Criteria in Augmented Reality” at the IS&T
Color and Imaging Conference. The full paper was published in the Journal of
Perceptual Imaging.
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